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1. DETAILED E X A M I N A T I O N AW.D АЖАЬУЗИЗ OF THE DIRECTOS-GEHEBAL' S 
PROPOSED PROGRAMME AKD BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1958; Item б of 
the Agenda (Official Records N0。'jb) (continued) 

Region Undesignated (continued from the sixth meeting) 

The СВАШМ/Ш recalled that Dr Jafar had requested the Director-General to 

supply further information on the origin of the budget heading "Eegion Undesignated"^ 

and he accordingly invited the Director-General to make a statement» 

The DIBECTOR-GENERAL explained that the heading "Eegion Undesignated" had 

first been included in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1952 

(Official Records No。 Jl)• at vhich time a nev form of budgetary presentation had 
mmmjgm — " _ " . _ _ • • _ _ • 1111ч i ‘ • 

been adoptedí the items included had related to a variety of projects^ such as the 

UNICEF Liaison Office and the programme fcr 1»ЖШ.
е
 He noted furthermore that the 

form of presentation of the Proposed Programme and ；Budget Estimates had been 

specifically approved by t^e Health Assembly in its resolution The title 

of "Eegion Undesignated" had beon retained from that tima onvardso The Fifth 

World Hearth Assembly had adopted résolu bion authorizing the Direct or-General 

to provide services to territories not yet assigned to regions through the 

Headquarters of the Organization under the title "Eegion Undesignated
1

^ and that 

provision had been implemented in the Troposed. Programme and Budget Estimates for 

1

 See po 159 
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1953 (Official Records No- 39) in respect of Libya， and in the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates for 195^ (Official Records Ncu 红紅）in respect of Bahrein. 

Dr JAFAE was grateful to the Dire сt or-General for that clarification^ 

Contributions by Governments tovarás the Costs of baplementation 
of Projects (Document EB19/AF/WP/8 ) (continued from page 1б7) 

Mr CLARK was of the opinion that the Organization had chosen the best available 

method of converting funds in local currencies into dollars for purposes of 

comparison» He vould merely support the remarks which had been made about the 

need to use caution in using the document under consideration. 

While he appreciated the first-rate documentation prepared by the Secretariat^ 

he vould be most interested in obtaining additional information with a view to 

drawing some comparison between the yearly figures for staff and consultants； in 

order to arrive at some conclusion as to the trends apparent in the figures given 

for the period 1956-1958, He had consulted the Assistant Director-General^ 

Department of Administration and Finance, in the matter and had been given to 

understand that such information could be provided relatively easily• 

1 The table contained in this working paper is reproduced as Appendix 19 
to Off, Bec

f
 Wld Hlth Org. 77 
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Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-Goneral^ Doparünent of Administration and 

Finance, wished to make it clear that, as a matter of general policy, special 

information could only be produced at the specific request of the Committee or 

the Board as a whole and not of any individual member
ю
 The request m^de by 

Mr Clark was, however, cf a nature such as to make it possible for the information 

to be supplied without undue additional effort
0
 That documentation was being 

prepared on the tinders taking thai if any aspect "wore to gira rise to ax̂ y serious 

difficulty, the Committee would be consulted before the Secretariat assumed any 

extra expense о йз pointed cut that the da ba in which Mr Clark was interested 

covered the five-year period 1954-195% whereas^ in accordar?oe with the Financial 

Regulations and with United Nations procedure, information was provided in the 

proposed programme and budget estiïaates on a three-year bas:la
a 

Mr CIARK fully appreciated that his reque3t would be complied with on that 

understandingо 

Dr JAFAR called attention to an a m c m t equivalent to ^ 9 650 000 shown in 

respect of the estimated contribution by the Japanese Govemmont towards 

irapiementation of projects in 1958 (see document EB19/AF/WP/B, p
e
 5)e As that 

amount was relatively substantial^ he would be glad to know on vjhat projects it 

was being spent
e 
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Mr SIEGEL replied that that figure had in fact been brought to' the attention 

of the representative of Japan at the last session of the Regional Committee for 

the Western Pacific, and he had undertaken to obtain confirmation of the amount and 

to inform the Regional Office accordingly. Such confirmation had not yet been 

received^ The Director-General vould^ of course， be quite prepared to pursue 

the matter further and request confirmation as soon as possible. As indicated 

in paragraph 5 of document EB^/AF/WP/ô^ any further information received would 

be submitted to the Tenth World Health Assembly。 

The CHAIRMAN said that the remaining items outstanding in connexion vlth the 

consideration of item 6 of the agenda, such as the Tuberculosis Research Office, 

Copenhagen， would Ъе held over until a later meeting (see minutes of the ninth 

meeting, section 2)• 

2. STUDÏ OF THE IMPLICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTS OF THE DIRECT®-GENERAL» S 
PROPOSED BUDGET LEVEL: Item 了 of the Agenda (Official Becords No» 
documents EB19/55, EBI9/AF/WP/1 and Согг。1， EB19/AF/WP/18) 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Committee should consider^ in conjunction 

vith item 了 of the agenda； the proposal submitted by Dr Jafar； contained in 

document EBI9/AF/WT/18, relating to the possibility of classifying new projects 

into categories,"^ 

Mr CLARK vas in full agreement vith Dr Jafar that some effective means vould 

have to be brought into force for establishing priorities between projects; 

1

 The text of this proposal is reproduced on p, J22 of the minutes of the 
nineteenth session of the Executive Board• 
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indeed^ he knew that the matter had caused tho Canadian authorities much concern. 

He had net yet had an opportunity of discussing the question with Dr Moore, but 

he thought it safe tc say that Dr Jafar had outlined an effective method for the 

present and for future years
 #
 Clearly, there would have to be some basic 

criterion and it would possibly have to be assumed that in future years the 

Organization would have at its disposal funds which were at least equal to the 

previous year。 He would be glad tc hear the views of other members on that 

important matter. 

Dr PURI was net clear as to the exact objective cf Dr Jafar
f

s proposal
# 

Certainly^ he was net at all ccnvincod that the present procedure should be 

changed if the sole aim would be to warn Member Governments that their projects 

might not be accepted by the Health Assembly. If, however
д
 it were decided that 

it was desirable for priorities to be established, the task of choosing should be 

initiated at meetings of the regional committees rather than at sessions cf the 

Executive Board
# 

Dr BERNARD agreed with the statement made by Dr Jafar in his proposal tc the 

effect that an impossible situaticn arose every year when there was question of a 

reduction of any section of the budget，and that a large number of members of the 

Health Assembly remained confused about the whole matter
#
 Consequently^ 

Dr Jafar
J

 s initiative in calling attention to that situation was tc be commended
t 

The proposal seemed tc indicate a general type cf procedure to be follcwed rather 

than provide any detailed plan. He would be glad to hear the opinions cf other 
• . 

members before commenting in any detail on the proposal• 
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He would ask Dr Jafar to clarify the reference at the end cf the first 

paragraph of document EBI9/AF/WP/I8 to the effect that it was at the level of 

the Executive Board that the budget was for the first time considered by 

representatives cf the Organization itselfj that would seem to imply that 

regional committees did not represent the Organization^ 

Dr JAFAR explained that he had made that distinction because members attending 

meetings at the regional committea level represented their governments whereas 

membors of the Executive Board represented cnly the Organization。 

Dr PURI thought that, if the main cbjective of the proposal were tc enable 

reductions to be equitably made， that could best be achieved by making percentage 

cuts in the regional budgets and entrusting the regional committees and the 

Director-General, in consultation with the governments concerned, with the task of 

making the necessary adjustments
e 

Dr BERN/iRD thanked Dr Jafar fcr his clear explanation,, However^ his proposal 

wculd not be without disadvantages as, while it was true to say that the Executive 

Board was entirely indepondent^ representing as it did the Organization alone； 

and would arrive at an absolutely equitable decision, the Board was clearly less 

well placed than representatives abtending regional meetings and the Health Assembly 

to appreciate the relative merits cf particular projects when deciding upon priorities, 
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It might therefore be more in keeping with th© structure cf the Organization if 

the Executive Board and its Standing Committee were to lay down certain general 

principles which they would submit for the approval cf the Health Assembly^ 

following which the regie nal committees and the Health Assembly would be responsible 

for applying the methods of selection decided upon. He was accordingly in a 

measure of agreement with the view expressed by Dr Puri
t 

It would appear that agreement might be reached on a scmeirtiat amended fcrm of 

the proposal submitted by Dr Jafar. The regional committees cculd consider the 

establishment cf priorities between projects cn the assumption that the funds 

available would not in any case be less than those fcr the current year
#
 It would 

seem, however, a difficult matter for the Executive Board to proceed at the present 

stage to such a classification in respect cf the budget year it was examining. 

Dr JAFAR wished to make it clear that his proposal fully recognized the fact 

that the final decision on ary priorities naturally rested with the Health Assembly 

itself
#
 His suggestion that the Executive Board should establish such a 

preliminary classificaticn had been made with the intention cf facilitating the 

work cf the Health Assembly, particularly in view of the contention so often made . 

in the past that the Health Assembly had no material on the basis cf which to make 

cuts. It was indeed a fact that the prcposed budget estimates almost invariably 

remained in their original form until the stage of the Health Assembly when the 

problem of where to effect reductions arose. If his proposal were to be adopted， 

the Executive Beard would at its present session attempt such a classification 
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for the present budget year. The normal procedure as regards the future would be 

for the regional committees to divide the projects into categories as and when they 

were presented. He emphasized that all projects would be submitted fcr the 

consideration cf the Health Assembly^ the cnly difference as compared with the 

present position being that material would be available as a basis for deciding 

upon reductions if necessary
e 

The DIRECTOR-GENER/iX^ commenting on the form cf Dr Jafar' s proposal, submitted 

that the wording of the first sentence in the second paragraph^ which stated that 

he (the Directcr-General) had told the Executive Board and the Health Assembly that 

it was impossible for him tc make any cuts because it was impossible for him to 

consult the requesting countries and the regicnal committees^ tended to be somewhat 

misleading• In the first place, at the Executive Board level^ the Board did not 

in fact request the Director-General to cut his budget3 the Executive Beard had on 

occasions asked for suggestions as to where cuts could best be made and that placed 

him in a very difficult position» With regard to the Health Assembly^ the Director-

General had at no time said that he wished tc consult the requesting ccuntrijs and 

the regicnal ccmmittees but had asked fcr guidance from the Health Assembly^ which 

4

 had not been fcrthccming. Indeed, in the past the Director-General had had the 

responsibility of deciding exactly where budgetary reductions should be made in 

consultation with the regional directors and the Headquarters staff
e
 There had 

been one exception
e
 He recalled that a working party had been set up at the Health 

Assembly in 1952 to impler.ient the decision to reduce the total budget figure by 

effecting specific cutsj since then nc such method had been used， 
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He would, before commenting on the substance of the proposal, emphasize that any 

decision of the Health Asseiribly would of course be carried out by the Secretariat• 

It should be borne in mind that the programme, as it was at present prepared, already 

classified projects in three categories of priorities, namely projects under the 

regular prograinme, Technical Assistance projects in Category II, and additional 

projects (Annex 5 to Official Records No. 74). Dr J afar f s proposal would sub-divide 

that first category into categories A, B^^ and B
2
* That procedure would facilitate 

the work of the Health Asseiribly, and. of course of the Secretariat, in effecting cuts 

in. the budget, as a selection would already have Ъеэп made at a time when emotional 

and national considerations were not in any way involved, as they might be in the 

course of a Health Assembly session. He would point out that the proposal would 

be welcome to those countries which wished to stabilize the budget in that it would 

render their task easier, but would, for that same reason, be less welcome to others 

who felt the programme should expand. In his experience, the Executive Board had 

not since 1954 made any suggestion for cutting the proposed programme. The previous 

year, when suggesting a reduction in the budget, the Board had only reooiranended 

that such reauction be effected by delaying the implementation of new activities* 

Dr JAFAR regretted that the Director^-Gorrerai -oe^sidored-that the sentence in 

the second paragraph to which he had referred did not accurately reflect the 

situation. The sentence had been drafted in a general sense and was intended to 

refer to the position existing ever since the inception of the Organization. 
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The DIHECTOR^GENERAL said that his reply had of course only been intended to 

apply to his own period with the Organization, 

He maintained that the Dire^tor-Goneral would clearly not be in a position to 

make any cuts to his Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates at the Executive 

Beard stage, but he would^ cf course, always be ready to give the Board сшу aasis^ 

tanoe it needed in its examination of his proposals• If the Health Assembly^ as 

representing Member Governments
 y
 decided upon reductions^ then it was the 

Director-General* s duty to do his best with th© help of the Secretariat to 

implement them, 

Mr CIARK, referring to the point raised by the Director-General that acceptance 

pf Dr Jafar's proposal would make it easier for certain econony-rainded Member 

governments to reduce the budget^ said that he was sure that the Government with 

which he was most familiar would not see a proposal to establish priorities as 

simply a mothod whereby a budget could be cut; indeed, such priorities might 

help it to support proposed increases• That Government applied varying factors 

eaçh year to guide its attitude in arriving at a decision in that respect» It 

would not therefore seem appropriate to view Dr Jafar f з proposal as a way of making 

reductions easier : its purpose was rather to facilitate the work of the Health 

Assembly, 

While he was fully in sympatic with the Director-General^ s difficulties in 

receiving no guidance as to where budget cuts should be effected, he would ask the 

Director-General to put himself in the position of many government delegates who 

were, with the time and information at their disposal
;
 hardly qualified to take 
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such an iirçortant decision. Clearly, therefore, the guidance of those best 

placed was most valuable• He agreed with Dr Jafar that such guidance could come 

from the regional committees and from the headquarters staff
;
 and that on the basis 

of such guidance the final priorities cx-uld be agreed upon
# 

Dr SUABEZ considered the proposal to be most interesting and ene whieh would 

go a long way towards ensuring the most judicious expenditure of the funds at the 

Organization's disposal. Nevertheless, he would ençhasize the great difficulties 

inherent in suoh a task as, in the last îalysis, th© importance of the project 

could really best be judged by the country concerned. 

Professor CANAPERIA, Chairman of the Executive Board, was glad that the 

Standing Committee was dealing with a point of suoh great inçortance^ If the prob-

lem could be solved, the work of the Executive Board would be greatly facilitated• 

Speaking in his pergonal capacity
?
 he remarked that he had studied the proposal 

with much interest. He was sure that all those who had followed the Organizationí s 

activities far some time past had also experienced the state of confusion to which 

Dr Jafar had referred and would like to se© it dissipated. He was in favour of the 

prinoiple of Dr Jafar•s proposal and was ready to accept the latter part of it as it 

stood* He felt some doubts, however^ as to the procedure envisaged in respect of 

the budget at present under consideration. He himself would find it difficult to 

atteint any classification at the present juncture, and he would consequently 

recommend that the Board should go no further at its forthcoming session than to 

suggest to the Health Assembly that iL consider that procedure in respect of 

future years. 
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Dr JAPAR noted that the reactions of the Committee seemed to indicate that the 

question he had raised was of iiïç>ortance
#
 Accordingly

#
 in view of the small 

membership of the present Committee, he suggested that it might be desirable for 

the Executive Board as a whole to consider the principle of his proposal. Any 

discussion on its practical inç 1ementati on could be postponed until the budget 

ceiling had been considered^ 

The CHAIRMAN observed that， while opinions varied аз to the practicability of 

Dr Jafar
1

 s proposal, the Cornmittee was unanimously agreed on its importance. It 

would accordingly appear desirable for the matter to be referred to the Executive 

Board for its consideration. 

It was so agreed, 

Mr SIEGEL, introducing the general item of the study of the implications for 

governments of the Director-General*s proposed budget level^ drew the Committee's 

attention to document EBI9/55, containing the revisions to the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates for 1958 necessitated by the amendments to the Staff Rules, 

Tho document also contained revised tables reflecting the assessments against 

Member governments necessary in order to finance the new budget level• 

He also called attention to document БВ19/ЛРД/РД, containing certain 

statistical data. Table 3 gave a comparison of annual collections of contributions 

1950-1956, and it wae apparent from that table that the Organization wascontinuing 

to make progress in the collection of contributions; indeed^ the position at the 

end of I956 was the highest percentage figure ever achieved. Table 4 referred 
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to current arrears of active Members. The situation in that connexion continued 

to show progress and arrears as at 31 December 1956 had been reduced to a minor 

amount• The Members of the Organization had reason to commend themselves on the 
< 

financial situation^ which could be taken as indicative of their willingness to 

finance the Organization
1

 s activities. 

Dr JAFAE said he would welcome information on vhether the largest contributor^ 

which appeared in the footnote to Table b as slightly in arrears, had nov paid its 

total contribution» 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the legislative processes of the country in question 

had not been completed by the end of 1955 to enable that contributor to pay its 

full contribution in that year. That legislation had hovever been enacted in 

1956 and the total contributions for 1955 and 195^ had already been paid« 

It vas of interest to note that the national legislation of the largest 

contributing country had removed the monetary ceiling of that country's contribu-

tion and had substituted a percentage limitation on its contribution which vould 

become fully effective in 1 9 5 9； the year by which the Health Assembly had decided 

that the WHO scale of assessment should be completely adjusted to the United 

Nations scale of assessment. 

Mr CLAEK, referring to the revisions^ mentioned in paragraph 5 of document 

EB19/55； to which the proposed budget vould be subject， asked vhether those 

increases vould be financed in 1957 from the Working Capital Fund and vhether the 

Fund would be reimbursed during 1958. 
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Mr SIEGEL confirmed that that was correct. 

Mr CLARK asked whether there was any possibility of other similar charges on 

governments in 1958. He had in mind, for example, the cost of the Regional Office 

for the Eastern Mediterranean returning to Alexandria. 

Mr SIEŒEL said that there was always a possibility of additional charges. 

The return of the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, which would 

presumably take place in 1957, might be financed from the Working Capital Fund, 

but there were also other possible sources which would be submitted for consideration 

to the Board in a special document which was being prepared. For example, there 

were some funds available in the Assembly Suspense Account. However, it was 

impossible at the present moment to calculate the total expenses involved since 

it was not known how long the Regional Office would remain in Geneva. 

Mr CLARK assumed from Mr Siegel
1

 s remarks that the increased budget figure 

of $ 12 800 might be further increased though it was too early to know at the 

present stage. He wondered whether the Board would be in full possession of the 

facts by the end of its nineteenth session. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Qirector~G eneral would keep the Board informed until 

the end of its session, but some new development might take place between that 

date and the beginning of the Health Assembly. The only possible additional 

charges so far known were those which he had already mentioned. 
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Mr CLARK asked whether some indication could be provided as to the cost of 

moving the Regional Office back to Alexandria• 

Mr SIEGEL said that although information was available about the cost of 

maintaining in Geneva Regional Office staff and staff assigned to projects in 

three ooxmtries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, the total costs, in 1956
# 

of evacuating the staff were not known, because the Uhited States, which had 

provided Some of thé transport for evacuating the O F F L O E , had 鎮 ШИШШ, 

the oosts incurred. The monthly cost of keeping the office in Geneva was 

approximately $ 14 450 and return transpoi^t would approximately total $ 18 000• 

He could not give a total figure for expenditure without knowing the date of 

return. The amount available in the Assembly Suspense Account, and which had 

not been included in the casual income figures given in Official Records No»7杯, 

was $ 59 000. 

The CHAIRMAN asked what broad considerations the Committee wished to place 

before the Board regarding itera 7> for example, with regard to the total increase 

in the proposed budget over 1957, the amount of the supplementary budget, and 

the effect on assessments. 

Mr SIEGEL suggested that members might find it helpful to examine document 

E B 1 9 / A F / W P / 2 which summarized the main features of activities accounting for the 

increases in the proposed programme and budget. Members would note that the 

figures would require revision to take into account increases due to changes in 

the Staff Rules. 
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Mr CLAEK observed that the proposed increase in the 1958 budget vas very 

substantial» 

Dr JAFAE asked how the increase of $ 1 000 over 1957 vould have to Ъе 

revised to take into account salary adjustments» 

Mr SIEGEL replied that the total increase for 1957 and 1958, as a result of 

the revision in the Staff Rules, would be $ 紅98 000
# 

Dr JAFAR considered that governments should be furnished with as clear a 

picture- as possible of the situation. The budget was increasing every year and 

he was anxious that the Organization should avoid a situation in which Members 

might refuse 七о augment their contributions any further• He therefore uade an 

earnest plea for a realistic approach. He appreciated the reasons why the 

Director-General sought to obtain more funds and it was for the Committee and 

Executive Board to try and reconcile the different views vhich might existé 

Mr SIEGEL wished to stress that the figures for increases under the revised 

Staff Rules were already reported in document ЕБ19/55* The only uncertain factor 

at the moment vas the total cost of maintainiug the Regional Office for the 

Eastern Mediterranean at Geneva» 

Mr FOESSEL, adviser to Professor Parisot, understood that the changes in the 

Staff Rules would take effect from 1 July 1956 and vondered whether the increases 

could not be financed from surpluses in that finaneiel year, as was done by the 

United Nations. Perhaps the supplementary cost, namely $ 291 000, in 1957 could be 

similarly met^ in 诡ich case the additional liability in 1958 would only be $ 210 000. 
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Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the budgetary arrangements of the United Nations 

vere quite separate from those of WHOo He understood that the United Nations 

vould cover charges in 1957 arising from changes in the Staff Bules in its 

supplementary budget of that year
e
 Its budget for 1958 would, of сourse^ not 

be submitted for consideration to the General Assembly until autumn 1957® 

Mr Foesself s suggestion would have been interesting if there had been any possibility 

of counting on savings from vhich the extra costs might have Ъееп fiimncede 

Dr BERNARD considered it necessary to find some elements which vould enable 

the Committee to assess the implications for governments of the Director-General
1

s 

proposals# Mr Clark had said that the proposed increase in the 1958 budget vas 

very substantialс That was quite true, bub it was rather vague• 

Perhaps a comparative table shoving percentage increases from year to year 

in the assessments of Members would be helpful as an indication of the kind of 

increases governments vere prepared to shoulder， and as a yardstick against vhich 

to measure the increase proposed for 1958。 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to the chart annexed to document ЕВ19/АР/̂РД 

showing the amounts authorized for use by WHO during the years 1952-1957 and the 

amounts estimated for 1958； in vhich the regular budget^ Technical Assistance 

Funds and UNICEF Funds were given separately. 

He could furnish the Committee v±th annual percentage increases and decreases 

excluding increases resulting from amendments in the Staff Rulesc. They vere 

as follovs : 

1 Reproduced^ with modifications to take into account the amendments to the 
Staff Bules approved by the Board, as Chart 6 in Off, Bee。Wld Hlth Or g

 0
 了了 
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Regular bvdgat 
(in percentage) 

Total resources 
(in perc^itage) 

1953 9,0) 2。08 

195̂  0 Д 5 3.75 

1 9 5 5 

1 9 5 6 

1957 (less the supplement) 

1958 (proposed by -еде 

11.79 1 3 . 7 8 

7,88 

4.87 -0,07 

12.6 8.02 
Director•碑 eneral, 
less the supplement) 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee was essentially concerned not so 

much with total resources as with the regular budget, because of the obvious 

differences in the financing of the regular budget and the Technical Assistance 

Prograirime, He agreed with Dr Bernard that it would be useful to submit a concise 

statement to the Executive Board setting out the changes in the regular budget
e 

Mr CLARK agreed. He thought that the statement should also contain up-to-

àatCfigures of salary increases arising from amendments to the Staff Rules as 

well as the main elements of the programme and. a reference to projects that would 

be completed in 1957. 

Dr SUAREZ believed it essential to include in the statement figures showing 

what part of the increases were due to changes in cost-of-living indices. 
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Mr SIEGEL said that sôme information might be available on the changes in 

such costs and the Secretariat could undertake to submit such data as was available 

to the Committee's Rapporteurs for inclusion, if they thought fit, in the Committee's 

report. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it might be desirable to include the supplementary 

budget in the calculatiens because it might be substantially increased if at least 

some of the formerly inactive Members resumed active participation during 1957• 

He then asked whether there was any hope of the figures for casual income 

being higher by the time the Health Assembly met. He noted that at present they 

were much the same for 1958 as for 1957. 

Mr SIEQEL replied that with the snia] 1 amount of arrears there was little 

chance of any sudden increments^ and he believed that, in the long run, financial 

stability was preferable to wide fluctuations in casual income. The only likeli-

hood of a substantial increase in the casual income would be if the inactive 

* Members returned. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether any savings were likely to come to light before 
• • • • • . 

the 1956 books were closed. 

Mr SIEGEL said that no savings in 1956 could be expected for financing 1958 

expenditure. Some outstanding contributions would remain and until they had been 

paid the money could net be used. As he had already indicated there was $ 59 000 

in the Assembly Suspense Accourrfc which it was envisaged would be used to finance 

the return of the Regional Office to Alexandria. However, $ JO 000 would be 

available from the Publications Revolving Fund in addition to the sums reported in 

Official Records No. 
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The CHAIRAN expressed his disappointment at there being no йоге available 

for casual income. In the past the figure had usually been higher and had even 

grown during the course of the Assembly. 

Mr CLARK shared the Chairman's disappointment and asked whether figures were 

available showing the amount of arrears assessed on inactive Members on the basis 

of resolution V®A9.9f assuming that they resumed active participation in 1^7• 

Mr SXEOEL said that tables were given in document EB19/^6 showing the arrears 

of inactive Members as agreed by the Ninth World Health Assembly, but members 

would remember that under the terms of the Health Assembly resolution, those 

countries had been given the option of spreading their payments over ten years • 

Hence it would not be easy to arrive at any figure of what funds might become 

available in 1958. 

Dr JAPAR believed that some purpose might be served in circulating a paper 

l isting the assessments i f i t would have the effect of persuading the cowtrl^i 

in question to pay their arrears immediately. 

Dr BERNARD asked whether regular funds included casual income, or were 

confined solely to Member
1

s contributions, in the table attaóhed to document 

EBI9/AP/WP/4. 

Mr SIEQEL said that up to and including 1957 the amounts shown for regul&r 

funds represented those approved for uee by the Health Assembly» 
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Dr ВЕШАЮ said that his purpose in asking for tables showing annual percentage 

increases had been to evaluate the willingness of Member States to increase their 

contributions. Hence those percentages should not include casual income, which 

would slightly distort the picture. 

The СНА1ШШ considered that Dr Bernard had made a very cogent point. 

Mr SISQEL assumed that Dr Bernard wanted percentage increases corresponding 

to the chart attached to document RB /̂AF/wp/1!- and a separate table for the 

regular budget showing the total amounts contributed by governments. 

The СНАПШШ said that the Committee might refer in its report to the position 

regarding casual income, indicating how i t differed from previous years and the 

important implications that had for governments. 

He invited comments on Dr Jafar
1

s suggestion that governments be specially-

apprised of the total potential liabilities in I958 and the fact that the figures 

given in Official Records No, 74 had to be revised in the light of increases which 

would becoms necessary as a result of amendmsnts to the Staff Rules. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Direotor-General, said that a statement to that effect 

would be included in the Executive Board
1

 s report, which would be circulated to 

Member States together with Official Records No. 7斗. 

The С!!А1НШ1, recognizing that that was so, still considered that the 

circumstances obtaining at present might call for a special intimation to 

governments^ particularly as there was little time between the receipt of the 

Executive Eoard
1

 s report and the beginning of the Health Assembly. 
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Mr CLARK sympathized with the Chairman
1

 s suggestion but felt that the Committee 

might defer acting upon it until it had received the figures to be prepared by the 

Secretariat at Dr Bernard's request,which would give a more complete picture of the 

implications for governments of the Director«43eneral 丨 s proposals. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that the question of principle presented no difficulty. 

It was common knowledge tbat the increases proposed in Official Records No. 

were substantial and the Committee might decide at once to draw the attention of 

^governments to the additional charges they would involve. The form of the document, 

which need not be long and would be in the nature of a warning, could be decided 

later. 

Mr CIARK said that he oould support the Chairman
f

s suggestion if it met with 

the Committee*s approval. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that, if the Executive Board decided to act 

upon such a recommendation were the Committee to make it, he could be authorized 

to send a formal letter to governments with the appropriate explanation. 

The meeting rose at 5»25 
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1 . DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALISIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERALAS 
PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1958: Item 6 of 
the Agenda (Official Records No

0
 74) (continued) 

Region Undesignated (resumed from the sixth meeting) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that Dr Jafar had requested the Director-General to 

supply further information on the origin of the budget heading "Region undesignated" 

and he accordingly invited the Director-General to make a statement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAX explained that the heading "Region undesignated" had first 

been included in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1952 

(Official Records No
#
 31)

 д
 at which time a new form of budgetary presentation had 

been adopted； the items included had related to a variety of projects, such as the 

UNICEF Liaison Office and the programme for UNRWA, He noted furthermore that the 

form of presentation of the proposed programme and budget estimates had been 

specifically approved by the Health Assembly in its resolution WHd4
t
56 ( Handbook 

of Resolutions and Decisions
5
 p. 115). The title of "Region undesignated" had 

been retained from that time onwards. The Fifth World Health Assembly had adopted 

resolution ШЛ5
0
43 authorizing the Director-General to provide services to territories 

not yet assigned to regions through the Headquarters of the Organization under the 

title "Region undesignated", and that provision had been implemented in the 

Prcposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1953 (Official Records No
#
 39) in 
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respect of Libya, and in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1954 

(Official Records No
0
 44) in respect cf Bahrein. 

Dr JAFAR was grateful to the Director-General for that clarification. 

Contributions by Governments towards the Costs of Implementation 
of Projects (Document EB19/AF/WP/8) (continued) 

Mr CIARK was of the opinicn that the Organization had chosen the best available 

method of converting funds in local currencies into dollars for purposes of 

compariscn。 He wculd merely support the remarks which had been made about the 

need to use caution in using the document under consideration» 

While he appreciated the first-rate documentation prepared by the Secretariat
; 

he would be most interested in obtaining additional information with a view to 

drawing seme comparison between the yearly figures for staff and consultants^ in 

order to arrive at some conclusion as to the trends apparent in the figures given 

for the period 1956-1958» He had consulted the Assistant Director^General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, in the matter and had been given to 

understand that such infermation could be provided relatively easily. 
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Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General
д
 Department of Administration and 

Finance, wished tc make it clear that, as a matter of general policy, special 

information could only be produced at the specific request of the Committee or 

the Board as a whole and not of any individual member» The request made by 

Mr Clark was， however, cf a nature such as to make it possible for the information 

to be supplied without undue additional effort. That documentation was being 

prepared cn the understanding that if any aspect were to give rise tc any serious 

difficulty^ the Committee would be consisted before the Secretariat assumed any 

extra expense
e
 He pointed cut that the data in which Mr Clark was interested 

covered the five-year period 1954-1958 whereas， in accordance with the Financial 

Regulations and with United Nations procedure, information was provided in the 

proposed programme and budget estimates on a three-year basis。 

Mr СШ1К fully appreciated that his request would be complied with on that 

understanding。 

Dr JAFAR called attention to an amount equivalent to | 9 650 000 shown in 

respect of the estimated contribution by the Japanese Government towards 

implementation of projects in 1958 (see document EB19/AF/WP/3, p
t
 5)о As that 

amount was relatively substantial^ ho wculd be glad to know cn what projects it 

was being spent
# 
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Mr SIEGEL replied that that figure had in fact been brought tc the attention 

cf the Delegate cf Japan to the Regional Coranittee for the Western Pacific at its 

last session, and he had undertaken tc obtain confirmation of the amcunt and to 

inferm tho Regional Office accordingly. Such confirmation had not yet been 

received。 The Directors-General would, cf course, be quite prepared to pursue 

the matter further and request confirmation as scon as possible. As indicated 

in paragraph 3 of document EB19/AF/WP/8^ any further information received would 

be submitted to the Tenth World Health Assembly. 

The CHA.IRî*îàN said that the remaining items outstanding in connexion with the 

consideration of item 6 of the agenda, such as the Tuberculosis Research Office, 

Copenhagen^ would be held over until a later meeting. 

2
#
 S T U D Y O F T H E I M P L I C A T I O N S F O R G O V E R N M E N T S O F T H E D I R E C T O R - G E N E R / I L » S 

PROPOSED BUDGET LEVEL: Item 7 of the Agenda (Docraients EB19/55， 
EB19/AF/WP/1 and СоггД, EB19/ í lF/WP/18) 

The CHAIRM/IN proposed that the Committee should consider^ in conjunction 

with iteiii 7 of the agenda, the proposal submitted by Dr Jafar, contained in 

document EB19/AF/WP/l8， relating tc the possibility of classifying new projects 

into categories• 

Mr CIARK was in full agreement with Dr Jafar that seme effective means would 

have tc be brought into force for establishing priorities between projects; 
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indeed, he knew that tho matter had caused the Canadian authorities much concern. 

He had net yet had an opportunity of discussing the question with Dr Моего, but 

he thought it safe tc say that Dr Jafar had outlined an effective method for the 

present and for future years
 c
 Clearly^ there would have to be some basic 

criterion and it would possibly have to be assumed that in future years the 

Organization would have at its disposal funds which were at least equal to the 

previous year. He wculd be glad tc hear the views of other members on that 

important matter. 

Dr PURI was net clear as to the exact objective cf Dr Jafar
1

s proposal. 

Certainly^ he was not at all convinced that the present procedure should be 

changed if the sole aim would be tc warn Member Governments that their projects 

might not be accepted by the Health ivssembly
#
 If, however^ it were decided that 

it was desirable fcr priorities to be established, the task of choosing should be 

initiated at meetings cf the regional cciranittees rather than at sessions cf the 

Executive Board. 

Dr BERNARD agreed with the statement made by Dr Jafar in his proposal tc the 

effect that an impossible situaticn arose every year when there was question of a 

reduction of any section cf the budget^ and that a large number of members of the 

Health Assembly remained confused about the whole matter
e
 Consequently, 

Dr Jafar
1

 s initiative in calling attention to that situaticn was tc bo commended
t 

The proposal seemed tc indicate a general type cf procedure to be followed rather 

than provide any detailed plaiu Ho wculd be glad to hoar the opinions cf other 

members before commenting in any detail on the proposal. 
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He would ask Dr Jafar to clarify the reference at the end cf the first 

paragraph of document EBI9/AF/WP/I8 to the effect that it was at the level of 

the Executive Board that the budget was for the first time considered by 

representatives of the Organization itself； that would seem to imply that 

regional committees did not represent the Organization^ 

Dr JAFAR explained that he had made that distinction because members attending 

meetings at the regional committee level represented their governments whereas 

members of the Executive Board represented only the Organization. 

Dr PURI thought that， if the main objective cf the proposal were tc enable 

reductions to be equitably made， that could best be achieved by making percentage 

cuts in the regional budgets and entrusting the regional cciranittees and the 

Director-General^ in consultation with the governments concerned, with the task of 

making the necessary adjustments. 

Dr BERNARD thanked Dr Jafar fcr his clear explanation. However, his proposal 

wculd not be without disadvantages as, while it was true to say that the Executive 

Board was entirely independent, representing as it did the Organization alone^ 

and would arrive at an absolutely equitable decision, the Board was clearly less 

well placed than representatives attending regional meetings and the Health Assawbly 

tc appreciate the relative merits cf particular projects when deciding upon priorities 
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It might therefore be more in keeping with the structure cf the Organization if 

the Executive Board and its Standing Committee were to lay down certain general 

principles which they would submit for the approval cf the Health Assembly^ 

following which the regie nal committees and the Health Assembly would be responsible 

for applying the methods of selection decided upon. He was accordingly in a 

measure cf agreement with the view expressed by Dr Puri. 

It would appear that agreement might be reached cn a scme"What amended fcrm of 

the proposal submitted by Dr Jafar• The regional committees cculd consider the 

establishment cf priorities between projects cn the assumption that the funds 

available would not in any case be less than those fcr the current year
#
 It wculd 

seem, however^ a difficult matter fcr the Executive Board to proceed at the present 

stage tc such a classification in respect cf the budget year it was examining. 

Dr JAFAR wished tc make it clear that his proposal fully recognized the fact 

that the final decision on any priorities naturally rested with the Health Assembly 

itself
#
 His suggestion that the Executive Board should establish such a 

preliminary classification had been made with the intention cf facilitating the 

work cf the Health Assembly, particularly in view of the contention so often made 

in the past that the Health Assembly had no material on the basis cf which to make 

cuts. It was indeed a fact that the preposed budget estimates almost invariably 

remained in their original form until the stage of the Health Assembly when the 

problem of where tc effect reductions arose
0
 If his proposal were to be adopted, 

the Executive Beard wculd at its present session attempt such a classification 
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for the present budget year. The normal procedure as regards the future would be 

for the regional committees to divide the projects into categories as and when they 

were presented. He emphasized that all projects would be submitted fcr the 

consideration cf the Health Assembly, the cnly difference as compared with the 

present position being that material would be available as a basis for deciding 

upen reductions if necessary. 

The DIRECTOR«GENERAX，commenttog on the form of Dr Jafar is proposal, submitted 

that the wording of the first sentence in the second paragraph， which stated that 

he (the Director-General) had told the Executive Board and the Health Assembly that 

it was impossible for him tc make any cuts because it was impossible for him tc 

consult the requesting countries and the regicnal committees^ tended to be somewhat 

misleading. In the first place, at the Executive Board level^ the Board did not 

in fact request the Director-^General to cut his budget； the Executive Beard had on 

occasions asked for suggestions as to where cuts could best be made and that placed 

him in a very difficult pcsiticn
f
 With regard to the Health Assembly, the Director 

General had at no time said that he wished tc consult the requesting countries and 

the regicnal ccmmittees but had asked fcr guidance from the Health Assembly, which 

had not been fcrthccming
A
 Indeed^ in the past the Director-General had had the 

responsibility of deciding exactly where budgetary reductions should be made in 

ccnsultation with the regional directors and the Headquarters staff• There had 

been one exception. He recalled that a working party had been set up at the Health 

Assembly in 1952 to implement the decision to reduce the total budget figure by 

effecting specific cuts; since then no such method had beon used. 
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He would, before coimnenting on the substance of the proposal, emphasize that any 

decision of the Health Asseiïbly would of course be carried out by the Secretariat. 

It should be borne in mind that the programme, as it was at present prepared, already-

classified projects in three categories of priorities, namely projects under the 

regular programme, Technical Assistance projects in Category II， and additional 

projects (Annex 5 to Official Records No. 74)• Dr Jafar's proposal would sub-divide 

that first category into categories A, B : and B
2
# That procedure would facilitate 

the work of the Health Assembly, and of course of the Secretariat^ in affecting cuts 

in the budget, as a selection would already have been made at a time when emotional 

and national considerations were not in any way involved, as they might be in the 

course of a Health Assembly session. He would point out that the proposal would 

be welcome to those countries which wished to stabilize the budget in that it would 

render their task easier, but would, for that same reason, be less welcome to others 

who felt the programme should expand. In his experience, the Executive Board had 

not since 1954 made any suggestion for cutting the proposed programme. The previous 

year, when suggesting a reduction in the budget, the Board had only recommended 

that such reduction be effected by delaying the implement at ion of new activities. 

Dr JAFAR regretted that the Director-General considered that the sentence in 

the second paragraph to which he had referred did not accurately reflect the 

situation. The sentence had been drafted in a general sense and was intended to 

refer to the position existing ever since the inception of the Organization. 
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The DIEECTOR-GEMEIUL said that his reply had of course only been intended to 

apply to his own period with the Organization. 

He maintained that the Director-General would clearly not be in a position to 

make any cuts to his Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates at the Executive 

Board stage, but he would^ of course, always be ready to give the Board any assist 

tance it needed in its examination of his proposals• If the Health Assembly, as 

representing Member Governments
 r
 decided upon reductions^ then it was the 

Director-General's duty to do his best with the help of the Secretariat to 

implement them, 

Mr СШЖ, referring to the point raised by the Dir e с t or ̂ Gene r ai that acceptance 

of Dr Jafar
f

s proposal would make it easier for certain economy-minded Member 

governments to reduce the budget^ said that he was sure that the Government with 

which he was most familiar would not see a proposal to establish priorities as 

simply a method whereby a budget could be cut; indeed, such priorities might 

help it to support proposed increases» That Government applied varying factors 

each year to guide its attitude in arriving at a decision in that respect. It 

would not therefore seem appropriate to view Dr Jafar f s proposal as a way of making 

reductions easier； its purpose was rather to facilitate the work of the Health 

Assembly^ 

While he was fully in synçathy with the Director-Generalí s difficulties in 

receiving no guidance as to where budget cuts should be effected, he would ask the 

Director—General to put himself in the position of many government delegates who 

were; with the time and information at their disposal, hardly qualified to take 
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such ал inçortant decision. Clearly^ therefore, the guidance of those best 

placed was most valuable. He agreed with Dr Jafar that such guidance could come 

from the regional committees and from the headquarters staff
;
 and that on the basis 

of such guidance the final priorities could be agreed upon, 

Dr SUAREZ considered the proposal to be most interesting and one which would 

go a long way towards ensuring ihe most judicious expenditure of the funds at the 

Organization's disposals Nevertheless, he would errçhasize the great difficulties 

inherent in suoh a task as, in the last analysis
7
 the importance of the project 

could really best be judged by the country concerned. 

Professor CANAPERIA, Chairman of the Executive Board, was glad that the 

Standing Committee was dealing with a point of such great importance • If the prob-

lem could be solved, the work of the Executive Board would be greatly facilitated• 

Speaking in his personal capacity
f
 he remarked that he had studied the proposal 

with much interest. He was sure that all those who had followed the Organization^ 

activities for some time past had also experienced the state of confusion to which 

Dr Jafar had referred and would like to see it dissipated^ He was in favour of the 

principle of Dr Jafar ' s proposal and was ready to accept the latter part of it as it 

stood. He felt some doubts
}
 however

;
 as to the procedure envisaged in respect of 

the budget at present under consideration. He himself would find it difficult to 

attençt any classification at the present juncture
7
 and he would consequently 

recommend that the Board should go no further at its forthcoming session than to 

suggest to the Health Assembly that it consider that procedure in respect of 

future years. 
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Dr JAPAR noted that the reactions of the Committee seemed to indicate that the 

question he had raised was of irrçortanoe^. Accordingly, in view of the small 

membership of the present Committee, he suggested that it might be desirable for 

the Executive Board as a whole to consider the principle of his proposal, Any 

discussion on its practical irrçlementation could be postponed until the budget 

ceiling had been considered. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that, while opinions varied as to the practicability Of 

Dr Jafar
1

 s proposal^ the Committee was unanimously agreed on its importance. It 

would accordingly appear desirable for the matter to be referred to the Executive 

Board for its consideration» 

It was so agreed. 

Mr SIEGEL/ introducing the general item of the study of the implications for 

governments of the Director-General’s proposed budget level^ drew the Committee^s 

attention to document E B I 9 / 5 5 containing the revisions to the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates for 195B necessitated by the amendments to the Staff Rules* 

The document also contained revised tables reflecting the assessments against 

Member governments necessary in order to finance the new budget level• 

He also called attention to document EB19/AF/Wp/i containing certain 

statistical data* Table 3 gave a comparison of annual collections of‘contributions 

1950-1956 and it was apparent from that table that the Organizatic»i was continuing 

to make progress in the collection of contributions； indeed
t
 the position at the 

end of I956 was the highest percentage figure ever achieved. Table 4 referred 
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to current arrears of active Members• The situation in that connexion continued, 

to show progress and arrears as at 31 December 1956 had been reduced to a minor 

amount, The Members of the Organization had reason to commend themselves on the 

financial situation
;
 which could be taken as indicative of their willingness to 

finance the Organization's activities. 

Dr JAFAR would welcome information on whether the largest contributor^ which 

appeared in the footnote to Table 4 as slightly in arrears
 >
 had now paid its total 

contribution, 

Mr SIEGEL explained that the legislative processes of the country in question 

had not been ooirç)letôd by the end. of 1955 to enable that contributor to pay its 

full contribution in that year
я
 That legislation had however been enacted in 

1956 and the total contributions for 1955 and 1956 had already been paid. 

It was of interest to note that the national legislation of the largest 

contributing country had removed the monetary ceiling of that country's contribu-

tion and had substituted a percentage limitation on its contribution which would 

become fully effective in 1959> the year by which the Health Assembly had decided 

that the Ш0 scale of assessment should b© completely adjusted to the United 

Nations scale of assessment, 

Mr CLARK, referring to the revisions, mentioned in paragraph 5 of document 

EB19/55, to which the proposed budget would be subject, asked whether those 

increases would be financed in 1957 from, the Working Capital Fund and whether the 

Fund would be reimbursed during 1958
1 
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Mr SIEGEL confirmed that that was correct. 

Mr CLARK asked whether there was any possibility of other similar charges on 

governments in 1958. He had in mind, for example, the cost of the Regional Office 

for the Eastern Mediterranean returning to Alexandria. 

Mr SIEGEL said that there was always a possibility of additional charges. 

The return of the Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean^ which would 

presumably take place in 1957* might be financed from the Working Capital Fund, 

but there were also other possible sources which would be submitted for consideration, 

to the Board In a special document which was being prepared
#
 For example, there 

were some funds available in the Assembly Suspense Account. However, it was 

impossible at the present moment to calculate the total expenses involved since 

it was not known how long the Regional Office would remain in Geneva. 

Mr CLARK assumed from Mr Siegel
1

 s remarks that the increased budget figure 

of $ 12 800 might be further increased though it was too early to know at the 

present stage. He wondered whether the Board would be in full possession of the 

faots by the end of its nineteenth session. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Director-General would keep the Board informed until 

the end of its session, but some new development might take place between that 

date and the beginning of the Health Assembly. The only possible additional 

charges so far known were those which he had already mentioned. 
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Mr CLARK asked whether some indication could be provided as to the cost of 

moving the Regional Office back to Alexandria. 

Mr SIEOEL said that although information was available about the cost of 

maintaining in Geneva Regional Office staff and staff assigned to projects in 

three countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, the total costs, in 1956, 

of evacuating the staff were not known, because the United States^ which had 

provided some of the transport for evacuating the Office, had not yet indicated 

the costs incurred. The monthly cost of keeping the office in Geneva was 

approximately $ 14 450 and return transport would approximately total $ 18 000. 

He could not give a total figure for expenditure without knowing the date of 

return. The amount available in the Assembly Suspense Account, and which had 

not been included in the casual income figures given in Official Records No,7杯, 

was $ 59 000. 

The CHAIRMAN asked what broad considerations the Committee wished to place 

before the Board regarding item 7, for example, with regard to the total increase 

in the proposed budget over 1957， the amount of the supplementary budget, and 

the effect on assessments. 

Mr SIEGEL suggested that members might find it helpful to examine document 

ebi9/AP/WP/2 which summarized the main features of activities accounting for the 

increases in the proposed programme and budget. Members would note that the 

figures would require revision to take into account increases due to changes in 

the Staff Rules. 
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Mr CLARK observed that the proposed increase in the 1958 budget was very 

substantial. 

Dr JAFAR asked how the increase of $ 1 ^48 000 over 1957 would have to be 

revised to take into account salary adjustments. 

Mr SIEGEL replied that the total increase for 1957 and 1958, as a result of 

the revision in the Staff Rules, would be $ 498 ООО. 

Dr JAFAR considered that governments should be furnished with as clear a 

picture as possible of the situation. The budget was increasing every year and 

he was anxious that the Organization should avoid a situation in which Members 

might refuse to augment their contributions any further. He therefore made an 

earnest plea for a realistic approach. He appreciated the reasons why the 

Director-General sought to obtain more funds and it v/as for the Committee and 

Executive Board to try and reconcile the different views which might exist. 

Mr SIEGEL wished to stress that the figures for increases under the revised 

Staff Rules were already reported in document ebi9/55. ！The only uncertain factor 

at the moment was the total cost of maintaining the Regional Office for the 

Eastern Mediterranean at Geneva. 

Mr FOESSEL, adviser to Dr Bernard, understood that the changes In the Staff 

Rules would take effect from 1 July 1956 and wondered whether the Increases could 

not be finane6Èd from surpluses in that financial year, as was done by the United 

Nations. Perhaps the supplementary cost, namely $ 291 000, in 1957 could be 

similarly met, in which case the additional liability in 1958 would only be $ 210 000 
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Mr SIEGEL pointed out that the budgetary arrangements of the Ibiited Nations 

were quite separate from those cf WHO. He understood that the United Nations 

would cover charges in 1957 arising from changes in the Staff Rules in its 

supplementary budget of that year. Its budget for 1958 would, of course, not 

be submitted for consideration to the General Assembly until autumn 1957. 

Mr Poessel's suggestion would have been interesting if there had been any possibility 

of counting on savings from which the extra costs might have been financed• 

Dr EERNARD considered it necessary to find sorr i elements which would enable 

the Committee to assess the implications for governments of the Director-^General
f

 s 

proposals cf a rather more precise nature than Mr Clark
1

 s general appraisal, with 

which he agreed. 

Perhaps a comparative table showing percentage increases from year to year 

in the assessments of Mambers would bo helpful as an indication of the kind of 

increases governments were prepared to shoulder, and as a yardstick against which 
» 

to measure the increase proposed for 1958. 

Mr SIEGEL referred the Committee to the chart annexed to document EB19/AP/WP/4 

showing the amounts authorized for use by WHO during the years 1952-1957 and the 

amounts estimated for 1958, in which the regular budget, Technical Assistance 

Funds and UNICEF Funds were given separately. 

He could furnish the Committee with annual percentage increases and decreases 

excluding increases resulting from amendments in th“. Staff Rules. They were 

as followsj 
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195) 

195^ 

1955 

1956 

1957 (less the supplement) 

1958 (proposed by the 
Director-General, 
less the supplement) 

Regular budget 
(in percentage) 

9.03 

О.15 

11.79 

7Л 

4.87 

12.6 

Total resources 
(in percentage) 

-2.08 

-3.75 

13.78 

7.88 

-0.07 

8.02 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Committee was essentially conoerned not so 

much with total resources as with the regular budget, because of the obvious 

differences in the financing of the regular budget and the Technical Assistance 

Programme. He agreed with Dr Bernard that it would be useful to submit a concise 

statement to the Executive Board setting out the changes in the regular budget
# 

Mr CLARK agreed. He thought that the statement should also contain up-*to« 

date figures of salary increases arising from amendments to the Staff Rules as 

well as the main elements of the programme and a reference to projects that would 

be completed in 1957. 

Dr SUAREZ believed it essential to include in the statement figures showing 

what part of the increases were due to changes in cost-of-living indices, 
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Mr SIEGEL said that some information might be available on the changes in 

such costs and the Secretariat could undertake to submit such data as was available 

to the Committee's Rapporteurs for inclusion, if they thought fit, in the Committee's 

report. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it might be desirable to include the supplementary 

budget in the calculations because it might be substantially increased if at least 

some of the formerly inactive Members resumed active participation during 1957• 

He then asked whether there was any hope of the figures for casual income 

being higher by the time the Health Assembly met. He noted that at present they 

were much the same for 1958 as for 1957. 

Mr SIBGEL replied that with the small amount of arrears there was little 

chance of any sudden increments^ and he believed that, in the long run, financial 

stability was preferable to wide fluctuations in casual income• The only likeli-

hood of a substantial increase in the casual income would be if the inactive 

« 

Members returned. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether any savings were likely to come to light before 

the 1956 books were closed. 

Mr SIEGEL said that no savings in 1956 could be expected for financing 1958 

expenditure. Some outstanding contributions would remain and until they had been 

paid the money could not be used. As he had already indicated there was $ 59 000 

in the Assembly Suspense Account which it was envisaged would be used to finance 

the return of the Regional Office to Alexandria. However, $ 000 would be 

available from the Publications Revolving Fund in addition to the sums reported in 

Official Records No. 74. 
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The CHAIRMAN expressed his disappointment at there being no more available 

for casual income. In the past the figure had usually been higher and had even 

grown during the course of the Assembly. 

Mr CLARK shared the Chairman
1

 s disappointment and asked whether figures were 

available showing the amount of arrears assessed on inactive Members on the basis 

of resolution WHA9.9 assuming that they resumed active participation in 1957. 

Mr SIBQEL said that tables were given in document ЕВ19/秘 showing the arrears 

of inactive Members as agreed by the Ninth World Health Assembly, but members 

would remember that under the terms of the Health Assembly resolution, those 

countries had been given the option of spreading their payments over ten years• 

Hence it would not be easy to arrive at any figure of what funds might become 

available in 1958. 

Dr JAPAR believed that some purpose might be served in circulating a paper 

listing the assessments if it would have the effect of persuading the countries 

in question to pay their arrears immediately. 

Dr BERNARD asked whether regular funds included casual income, or were 

confined solely to Member
1

s contributions, in the table attached to document 

EB19/AP/WP/4. 

Mr SIEGEL said that up to and including 1957 the amounts shown for regular 

funds represented those approved for use by the Health Assembly. 
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Dr BERNARD said that his purpose in asking for tables showing annual percentage 

increases had been to evaluate the willingness of Member States to increase their 

contributions. Hence those percentages should not include casual income, which 

would slightly distort the picture. 

The CHAIRMAN considered that Dr Bernard had made a very cogent point. 

Mr SIEGEL assumed that Dr Bernard wanted percentage increases corresponding 

to the chart attached to document E B 1 9 / a p / w p / 4 and a separate table for the 

regular budget showing the total amounts contributed by governments. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee might refer in its report to the position 

regarding casual income, indicating how it differed from previous years and the 

important implications that had for governments. 

He invited comments on Dr Jafar
1

 s suggestion that governments be specially 

apprised of the total potential liabilities in 1958 and the fact that the figures 

given in Official Records No> 7斗 had to be revised in the light of increases which 

would become necessary as a result of amendments to the Staff Rules. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that a statement to that effect 

would be included in the Executive Board's report which would be circulated to 

Member States together with Official Records No, 

The CHAIRAN, recognizing that that was so, still considered that the 

circumstances obtaining at present might call for a special intimation to 

governments, particularly as there was little time between the receipt of the 

Executive Board
1

s report and the beginning of the Health Assembly. 
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Mr CLARK sympathized with the Chairman
f

 s suggestion but felt that the Committee 

might defer acting upon it until it had received the figures to be prepared by the 

Secretariat at Dr Bernard
f

 s request which would give a more complete picture of the 

implications for governments of th© Director^General
1

 s proposals. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that the question of principle presented no difficulty. 

It was common knowledge that the increases proposed in Official Records No> 了4 

were substantial and the Committee might decide at once to draw the attention of 

governments to the additional charges they would involve. The form of the document 

which need not be long and would be in the nature of a warning, could be decided 

later. 

Mr CLARK said that he could support the Chairman
f

s suggestion if it met with 

the Committee
1

s approval, 

The DIRECTOR^GENERAL observed that^ if the Executive Board decided to act 

upon such a recommendation were the Committee to make it, he could be authorized 

to send a formal letter to governments with the appropriate explanation. 

The meeting rose at p.m* 


